The capability of autonomous formation flight has the potential to significantly enhance the utility and efficiency of small low-cost Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). Formations of small, inexpensive fixed-wing UAS allow for the sharing of remote sensing functionality, mission-level redundancy and range enhancements due to aerodynamic interactions widely exploited by migratory birds. This article presents a benchmark problem for scalable distributed flight control of formations of UAS with only local relative state information, one of the open problems in this field as of today. The benchmark is openly available and comprises a nonlinear six degrees of freedom dynamics model of an electric glider UAS. In this article we furthermore introduce a nominal guidance frame that does not require state information of other UAS and point out a fundamental issue related to wake vortex tracking during formation maneuvers. A set of LQ baseline controllers that are part of the benchmark is presented along with simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
Migratory birds routinely perform flights of several thousand kilometers. They do so using efficient formation patterns that allow them to benefit from the induced airflow generated by the birds upstream of them. Achievable energy savings of the order of 10 % are reported in the literature, Weimerskirch et al. (2001) . For some time there have been efforts to imitate this behavior to enhance the range of aircraft. The NASA AFF program has demonstrated the feasibility of this approach for manned fighter aircraft in a 2-aircraft configuration. Maximum fuel flow reductions of 18 % for the follower are reported, Jake et al. (2003) . In terms of implementation effort, this strategy is a very attractive one, since no structural changes have to be made to the aircraft to gain considerable fuel savings (otherwise only achievable by considerable advancements in e.g. the fuel efficiency of the engines), only by adapting the flight control software and possibly adding sensors for relative localization. In order to bring this capability to small unmanned aircraft, significant advances need to be made regarding relative guidance performance. Reported experimental results for 2-formations, Park (2004) , and 3-formations, Gu et al. (2006) , feature relative guidance errors of the order of meters. However, both theoretical considerations Hummel (1982) and flight experiments Jake et al. (2003) suggest that the UAS needs to stay in a window of wingtipwingtip separations (∆x ∆y ∆z)
T roughly specified by ∆y ∈ [−0.2b, −0.1b] , ∆z ∈ [−0.1b, 0] to benefit from significant energy savings. The longitudinal separation ∆x is less critical and can be several wingspans Jake et al. (2003) . For small UAS, the spanwidth b is of the order of 1 m, resulting in guidance error requirements of the order of 0.1 m laterally and vertically. Testing autonomous formation flight control algorithms using inexpensive UAS also constitutes an interesting way for the commercial aviation industry to build confidence in and evaluate the safety implications new formation flight control systems before implementing them on manned aircraft. In control, binary properties of a system such as stability or stability robustness -the system can either shown to be closed-loop stable over a given set of uncertainties or not -can usually be evaluated unambiguously for a given system. In contrast to that, control performance is tied to the problem that is used to evaluate a certain control approach. Benchmark problems play an essential role in every performance-driven field of research, as they allow to quantitatively compare different approaches. As of today in the field of aircraft formation flight control there is no lack of contributions and promising approaches. However there appears to be a lack of reference problems to compare them and to make an informed judgment about their performance and implementability. This gap is it we are attempting to address with the presented benchmark. Inspired by existing benchmarks (Biannic and Roos
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T roughly specified by ∆y ∈ [−0.2b, −0.1b], ∆z ∈ [−0.1b, 0] to benefit from significant energy savings. The longitudinal separation ∆x is less critical and can be several wingspans Jake et al. (2003) . For small UAS, the spanwidth b is of the order of 1 m, resulting in guidance error requirements of the order of 0.1 m laterally and vertically. Testing autonomous formation flight control algorithms using inexpensive UAS also constitutes an interesting way for the commercial aviation industry to build confidence in and evaluate the safety implications new formation flight control systems before implementing them on manned aircraft. In control, binary properties of a system such as stability or stability robustness -the system can either shown to be closed-loop stable over a given set of uncertainties or not -can usually be evaluated unambiguously for a given system. In contrast to that, control performance is tied to the problem that is used to evaluate a certain control approach. Benchmark problems play an essential role in every performance-driven field of research, as they allow to quantitatively compare different approaches. As of today in the field of aircraft formation flight control there is no lack of contributions and promising approaches. However there appears to be a lack of reference problems to compare them and to make an informed judgment about their performance and implementability. This gap is it we are attempting to address with the presented benchmark. Inspired by existing benchmarks (Biannic and Roos 2015) ) tailored to a specific challenging problem, e.g. Our modeling approach is focused on the current main issues of distributed formation control -mesh stability with minimum shared information and control performance that is compatible with the challenging demands of wake energy harvesting -and intentionally does not take into account secondary aspects such as sensor modeling and state estimation. To be useful, a benchmark must be accessible to other researchers. Therefore, the proposed benchmark is complemented by an implementation as an openly accessible Matlab ® /Simulink ® library. A set of LQ baseline controllers comes with the benchmark to provide a basic closed loop solution more advanced approaches can be compared to. Furthermore, a cross-platform 3D visualization environment is part of the benchmark. Numerous aircraft models Beard and McLain (2012) , vortex simulation Dogan et al. (2008); Saban et al. (2009) and trajectory planning techniques are available in the literature. Combining a specific set of these options into a simulation environment to evaluate a control technique constitutes a considerable, error-prone effort, and closedloop results are not necessarily comparable due to the specificities of different modeling approaches or other subtleties such as simulation sampling times or assumed actuator model time constants. This work pulls together a number of contributions to provide a standard test case that addresses important challenges of distributed formation flight control as of today without requiring researchers to implement the simulation environment themselves. The article is structured as follows: after elaborating on the role of information constraints on formation control in section 2, the aircraft model and the simulation environment are presented in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the benchmark trajectory and baseline control laws, respectively. In section 6 first simulation results are presented and section 7 provides some concluding remarks.
IMPACT OF INFORMATION CONSTRAINTS
A variety of approaches for formation flight control have been proposed in the past. A focus has been formation scalability, i.e. the capability to add members to a formation without adapting control laws and without violating performance bounds. This is expressed by the requirement of mesh stability. In mesh stable formations, position errors stay locally confined and are not amplified while propagating through the formation. As a general trend, the control problem becomes more challenging in inverse proportion to the available feedback information. Reduced feedback information is an attractive property, since less sensors and less inter-vehicle communications are necessary. Centralized approaches, Nageli et al. (2014) , pose no particular challenge, since standard control techniques can readily be applied, but require large amounts of inter-vehicle communication to obtain full state information. For mesh stable control with leader information linear techniques exist Shaw and Hedrick (2007) . The proposed benchmark addresses a more challenging scenario, distributed control with local state information, i.e. each member has only access to its own relative position and velocity w.r.t. to the preceding aircraft. There are fundamental results that linear interconnected systems with at least two integrators such as aircraft formations are always mesh unstable under local linear feedback (Pant et al. (2001) ), ruling out linear control techniques. Very few solutions based on nonlinear techniques such as PortHamiltonian systems, Knorn et al. (2014) and Sliding Mode control, Galzi and Shtessel (2006); Bolting et al. (2016) , have been proposed so far to tackle this problem and no experimental results are known to the authors. Furthermore, the existing approaches have been applied to very simplified models, basically point-mass approximations, neglecting a large part of the complex dynamics and constraints of a fixed-wing UAS.
AIRCRAFT MODEL

Aerodynamics
There is an abundance of possibilities to model the aerodynamic coefficients of an aircraft, reaching from look-up tables to neural networks. Following the principle of minimum necessary complexity, here a classic, mostly linear in the states model of the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients has been adopted, Beard and McLain (2012) 
(1) with the Oswald factor e and the wing aspect ratio Λ. Estimates of the coefficients have been obtained with the software AVL from a 3D model of a small electric glider airplane, see Stolle (2016) .
Kinematics
Using 1, the aerodynamic forces and moments in the body frame are computed as
(2) M a = R bs qSb 0 0 0qSc 0 0 0qSb
with R bs the rotation matrix between stability frame and body frame, the vector of forces F a and the vector of moments M a , assuming that the thrust vector is aligned with the body frame x axis and coincides with the center of gravity. Translational accelerations in the body frame result tov
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